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ABSTRACT 

A simple non-Abellan gauge theory consIstInR of a 

charged vector field and the photon Is constdered in the 

classtcal llmlt. By examining the energy eigenvalues of the 

charged vector particle in a homogeneous magnetic flelr! of 

field strength H, and requirlnE stabtllty of the vacuum (no 

tachyons), it is found that, for consistency, the effective 

charge must tend to zero as I-J tends to InfInlty. This 

property Is related to the asymptottc freedom of the 

non-Abel tan gauge theory. 
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The recent dIscovery of asymptotic freedom <l> in 

non-Ahelian gauge (massless Yang-Mills) theortes has excited 

cons i de rat:, 1 P interest <2>, hut the physIca ortgin of this 

effect is not clear. Explicit perturhative calculat?on in 

these theories shows that the sign of the function p(g) In 

the renormalization group equations Is negat Ive for, small 

va 1 ues of the coupling constant g <3>, whereas this sign Is 

positive in-an Ahelian gauge theory, such as QED, But’ why 

is the sign opposite? The difficulty is exacerbated by the 

usual explanatlon of the positive sign in QEll <4>, namely 

that in a n appronri ate Tauge, the positive sfgn descrlhes 

the tendency of a bare charge to screen Itself hy attracting 

oppos i te charge (“‘pal at-1 z? ng the vacuum”). Th 1 s causes the 

effect ivc ch,?r7e as observed at large dfstances from the 

charge to he smaller than the bare charge which Is observed 

at small distances, I.e. - at large val ues of qa # the 

spacelike four-momentum transfer to the charge from the 

scatterer. in the non-Abel Ian case, a bare char,ge acts as 

if it attracts like charge out of the vacuum 

fluctuations to produce a larger effective charge at small 

4% (large distances). This Is certainly contrary to 

expectation for interactions nediated hy vector exchange. A 

simple SO(3) model is examined here In the classical (single 

particle quantum mechanics9 1 Imft In an attempt to gain 

understanding of this effect in a more direct fashion than 

calculating p(g). 
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The model is sfmllar to the ~(3) model of CeorcI and 

Glashow <5>, but consists only of the qauqe mesons 

themsel ves; there are no Hfzgs-Kfhhle scalar fields and no 

fermions in the theory. The Lagrange function Is 

0 1 ) 

where 

coup1 I ng, e, corresponds to g In the discussion above, AS 

shown in Ref. 5, a zaure-coupled S0(3)-triplet ti?sEs-Kihhle 

scalar field wf th a non-vanishing vacuum expectation vallle 

(VEV) in the j = 3 component generates via spontaneous 

symmetry breakdown, a mass for the charRed spin-l field 

and 

Its complex conjugate pz, but AI;: rema? ns massless and 

may be identified as the photon A@, 

A” 3 = A” ( > 3. 
Despite the lack of 

scalar fields here, It Is assumed that the photon may ,still 
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he irlentlfied as in Es.(39 by an appropriate cbotce of 

coordinates in the g;roup space, The equations of mot ion for 

the Cc-numher9 ftelds are 

Except for the eQ tern, Fq,(4a9 is i? special case of 

the equation of motion of a charged spin-1 field of mass m 

and anomalous magnetic moment K , moving: In an 

electromagnetic field 

with rn2 = 0, 4 = 1, q = +1. The 

exact ener,qy eiKenvalues, E, of a more Eeneral equation 

(including an arbitrary electric quadrupole momenta have 

been obtained by Goldman anrf Tsai <6> for tl?e case of a 
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homogeneous static magnetic fleld of strength H. VW! 

eigenvalues may be expressed as (in the case of vanlshlng 

quadrupol e moment 1 

where: the approximate form is valid for 

s >> 1; 
3 

= eY/mz ; n = 0,1,2,... Is a radial 

excltatlon quantum number; and s3 =*l Is the spin 

project ion In the dIrectIon of the magnetic field axis. 

(The case S3= 0 Is of no Interest here.) 

spin-l particle placed In a classIcal, uniform, static, 

homogeneous magnetic field of large spatial extent, The 

current source terms in Eq.(4b) that arise from the presence 

of the charged partfcle are then negligible, These terms 



are hflinear in 4 and 9” and so such hll i near terms may 

consistently be dropped in Eq.(4a) as well, To phrase ?t 

another way, the single charged spln-1 particle (wave 

piicke,t) is not stronRly localizer?. Hence the conflguratlon 

space probahllity amp1 I tude for the particle Is small 

everywhere and terms quadratic and cuhlc In the amplitude 

are negl lgihly small. Thus Fq.(4a) can be approximated as a 

special case of Es. (51, and the ene r,cly eigenvalues of a 

chat-Red vector SO(3) gaup;e particle in a homoEenoous 

magnetic fielr! are approximately those given hy Eq.(6) in 

the limit mz-+ 0, I( -1, (and q = +l). 

Note that as 132 4 n, 5 -3 -. It is only the 

condl tion K = 1, wh i ch is a result of the non-Abel Ian 

coup1 tngs (as opposed to minimal coup1 InFs in QEn which 

re,sul ts in K = 01, that keeps the enereles flnlte; 

Eq. (7) 

implies that there is exactly one (tacbyonic) state with 

E’ < 0 . Such a state violstes unltarlty and/or causality 

<7>. This is not entirely satisfa,ctory, hut It has been 

wfC!ely speculated that massless Yang-Mills theorles under-To 

a dynamical spontaneous symmetry breaklnq which provIcIes 

mass terms for (at least some of> the vector fields X8>. 
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Eq.(7) indicates that a flnlte symmetry hreakfn,~ will he 

sufficient to raise the E2 of the tachyonfc state ahove 

zero <9>. 

Some caution IS needed here, for the mass terms also 

provide a scale for eH. In particular, 4 becomes flnlte 

and it is necessary to return to the detailed form of Eq(61, 

For $ << 1, the rnz terms in Eq,(6) guarantee that FZ > 0 

for all s’tates. However, --, -0 
3 

for a stronq maqnetlc 

field Cc! -+ -1 so the effect of the mass terms d1sapoears 

and the eigenvalues return to the form plven by ~(1.c~). 

There is no need to be concerned about K hccoml ng 

5 -dependent as were ‘Go1 dman and Tsai 

con4ruence between the lfmfts mz-- 0 

requi res 

fn Ref.6. The 

and t5 *- 

so that In the limtt g* 60 

sl lghtly modlfied: 

, Eq.(7) Is only 

where h is some constant (posslhly 

zero). Thfs will not affect the argument helow since ft 

refers only to a state with n - 0 for which the term 
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proportional to b vanishes. If h>O, this state is 

suff Icient; if h < 0, the argument appl les to add1 t ional 

states. 

The argument now depends upon the ohservatlon that as 

H+oa, Eq.(7) (or Eq.(9)) imp1 les that (at least) one 

state, that with quantum numbers n = 0, qS3 = +l, tends to 

regain a tachyonic character (desptte any symmetry-breaking 

derfved mass terms). This effect 1s exactly due to the 

non-zero value of the anomalous magnet fc moment <6>. 

Powever, since K has been f Ixed <lo>, anr! the mass 

Introduced cannot be P-dependent <ll>, the only remaining 

way to keep EZ > 0 wlthin thts framework, Is , for the 

coup1 ing e to become r-dependent. Thls Is almost the same 

pofnt as was made In Ref.6: Effects non-l inear in the 

electromagnetic field, whatever their orlgln, can be 

described In Es.(S) by Introducing an H-dependence of e as 

e(H) In the last term <12>, so that 

From Eq,(‘l)(or Eq,(9)), 

unttarfty and causality are retained only if, 

that Is, In a 

strong magnet/c field, the effective coup1 ing strength 
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(effective charge) of the charRed non-Abelian vector 

particle must be smaller than in a weak field. 

Finally, it is necessary to explicitly relate the 

limit H ~3 QQ to q2 (spacelike four-momentum transfer) 

--3QQ. To do this, one need only recall that a c!?arzed 

particle is elastically deflected in a homogeneous magnetic 

field so that the momentum transfer to it must be non-.zero. 

Since the deflection Increases with H and its magnitude 

reflects the momentum transfer, it follows that the limit 

y--r>- is directly related to the limit ql* 00 ill 

this case. 

Thus It has been shown that, In the classical limit 

of a non-Abelian gaup;e theory, the preservation of unitarity 

and causality requires the effective charge to vanish as q 

becomes large, i.e. - asymptotic freedom. 

I am indebted to L. Susskind for several discussions 

on this topic. 
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